An Interactive Learning Tool for Teaching Sorting Algorithms
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Abstract—Sorting is a crucial process for managing data and it
is used in many scientific fields. This paper presents a learning
interactive tool that helps students to efficiently understand the
concepts, design, and techniques of sorting algorithms. We developed a user-friendly Web application, based on some multi-media
elements such as graphics interchange format, to describe the
working process of different sorting algorithms in a simulationbased way. Six common sorting algorithms that include Bubble
sort, Quick sort, Merge sort, Radix sort, Insertion sort, and
Selection sort were implemented, analyzed, and demonstrated in
this application. Our application simplifies the learning process
of algorithms by giving the user an interactive and animated way
for analyzing and understanding the design of sorting algorithms
in a detailed manner. Based on a conducted study, the results
of using our tool demonstrated an average improvement of
40% in the grades of students in the course “Introduction to
Algorithms” compared with the students, who did not use this tool
in two previous semesters. The tool also increased the students’
motivation and willingness to take this course.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

In mathematics and computer science, an algorithm is a
step-by-step set of operations to be performed on specific
input(s) to achieve specific output(s). Algorithms preform
calculations, data processing, (and/or) automated reasoning
tasks.
Due to the massive growth of modern learning methods, it
has become easier to simplify the difficulty and complexity of
computer operations related to algorithms, where the ability
to view items visually is available in the modern software.
The visual explanation of algorithms speeds up the process of
understanding certain things that might need to be explained
in detail. Different previous studies conducted in the teaching
methods field argue that some students in Computer Science
face difficulties understanding the abstract concepts of programming [1][2].
In this work, we came up with an idea of designing an educational application that provides visual elements and detailed
explanation for six different sorting algorithms commonly
used in computer science. The application offers a suitable
environment for users (students and instructors) interested in
the sorting algorithms field and an ability to simplify the
learning process of how these algorithms actually work. Our
application provides an interactive way for face to face and
distance learning, detailed visual representation and simulation
about the covered algorithms, convenient and friendly user

interface, and easy way to electronically update the material
of the course.
The main motivation of this work lies in the following
points:
•
•

•

•

Instructors need to have an interactive tool to deliver
information to students of higher educational levels.
Students need, rather than traditional books whether
they are paper or electronic, an interactive system,
which allows them to interact with the material so
as to achieve the educational goal and makes learning
interesting and exciting.
The algorithm courses are based on experimental
visual explanation. This fact makes the usage of
visible elements and tools for delivering information
a necessity.
Sorting algorithms are based on different design
paradigms and techniques. It is important to develop a
tool that can visually depict the similarities and differences between these techniques in order to understand
the drawbacks of using one algorithm over the other.

Figure 1 shows the main components of the proposed tool.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the related work. Section 3 describes the methodology and
implementation. Section 4 presents our results and finding.
Finally, Section 5 concludes our contributions and mentions
directions for the future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Different Web applications [3]-[4] perform a visual way
to simulate the process of sorting inputs in sorting algorithms.
They provide an interactive environment to improve the ability
to deliver information. The user can interact with the Web
page to see how the algorithm works and how the process of
sorting is virtually done. ALGAE [5] allows C++ or Java code
to produce a simulated version of that code. Marcelino et al.
[6] developed a tool that can be used to support initial stages of
programming learning using a procedural approach. Krushkov
et al. [7] provides a tutoring system for programming. Some
of these applications only cover numeric values and ignore
the other types of data. In our application, we simplified the
design to improve users interaction with the application and
developed an easy to use application with explanation about
every algorithm.
Some other applications focused on analyzing how some
of the most popular sorting algorithms work [8] [9]. These

Figure 1. Components of the developed tool

applications provide two standpoints to look at algorithms:
one is artistic, and the other is more analytical aiming to
explain algorithms step by step. In contrast, our tool focuses
on explaining how sorting algorithms work from a learning
point of view.
In terms of teaching, Tuparov et al. [10] [11] developed and
used an interactive simulation-based Learning Objects in an
introductory course of programming focusing on sorting algorithms. Their study showed an increase in students’ willingness
and understanding. However, the main drawback of this work
was the limited number of sorting algorithms, which were covered. TRAKLA2 [12] is a framework, which was developed for
building interactive algorithm simulation exercises. Exercises
constructed in TRAKLA2 are viewed as learning objects in
which students manipulate conceptual visualizations of data
structures in order to simulate the working of given algorithms.
Grivokostopoulou et al. [13] presented an educational system
that assists students in learning and tutors in teaching search
algorithms. Automatic assessment was achieved in four stages,
which constitute a general assessment framework. On the contrary, our tool focuses and covers a sufficient variety of sorting
algorithms implemented via different design techniques.
On the other hand, Hundhausen et al. [14] presented a
systematic meta-study of 24 experimental studies to examine
the effectiveness of algorithm visualization in education. Their
most significant finding was that how students use algorithm
visualization technology has a greater impact on effectiveness
than what algorithm visualization technology shows them. We
worked on this finding in our tool by showing students how to
use the tool efficiently to gain the most outcome. More details
about the use of our tool are given later in the paper.
As can be obtained from the aforementioned discussion,
our tool provides a sufficient variety of sorting algorithms,
which covers both comparison and non-comparison based
algorithms. In contrast, most of the current tools discuss
comparison-based sorting algorithms only, especially when the

tool is related to an introductory algorithms course. Moreover,
our tool provides an easy interactive way, which motivates
students and users to become more engaged with the topic of
sorting algorithms.
There are other tools and applications that have been
developed and used in the context of algorithms. However,
we tried to focus on the most recent and relevant researches.
III. M ETHODOLOGY AND I MPLEMENTATION
Because of the importance of design in any Web application, we tried to create an attractive and flexible interface that provides a convenient way of interaction for
students/instructors. In other words, user can easily access our
application and choose the type of sorting he/she wants to
explore. Our system responds by giving the user an animated
way to learn how the chosen algorithm sorts the input data,
while displaying the algorithm’s pseudo-code and observing
the current variable values.
In our application, we used Hyper Text Markup Langaue
(HTML), Cascade Style Sheet (CSS) and Java-script to design
the front-end environment, while using Personal Home Page
(PHP) for implementing the back-end functions and methods.
For animation, we used the canvas library for the process of
moving objects on the screen, then we added the corresponding algorithms to the animation code to create a simulation
environment.
A. User Interface
The home page of our tool is divided into separate frames
reachable easily by the user. By clicking on the “ALGORITHMS” tab, the algorithms page, shown in Figure 2, will
be displayed. This page consists of six different algorithms.
Each sorting algorithm page has an explanation paragraph
that gives the user an overview of the algorithm. We also
inserted a graphic multimedia element, as shown in Figure
3 to give the user a visual explanation about the algorithm. At

Figure 2. Sorting algorithms main page

the bottom of each page, we created a link, which transfers
the user to the animation page.
For animation, we designed attractive simulation pages for
each implemented algorithm. From a technical point of view,
user can insert his own values or try the random numeric values
given by the tool. After inserting the values and clicking on
the sort button, the tool will start sorting the values according
to the chosen algorithm. The tool gives the user a code tracker
(pseudo-code) to make the process of understanding more
efficient, while displaying the current variables values. The
pseudo-code also describes the design paradigm used.
Figure 4 demonstrates the simulation process of the Quick
sort algorithm. Each color assigned to the displayed bars has
its own meaning depending on the used algorithm, and this
is thoroughly explained in every algorithm page. The same
animation format was used in all comparison-based sorting
algorithms, demonstrated in our tool, that include bubble sort,
selection sort, insertion sort, and merge sort. However, we
developed another animation format for the non-comparison
Radix sort algorithm, as shown in Figure 5. We included
this type of sorting to help instructors explain the difference
between comparison-based and non-comparison based sorting
algorithms to their students more attractively.
The tool also has an input/output page that can track a flat
file containing unsorted data. The tool returns the values sorted.
This page can track any value type (numeric, character, string,
etc.) and produce a file with sorted data. The output file can
be downloaded to the local directory of the users computer.
New algorithms can easily be added to our learning tool,
as the simulation environment has already been developed. We
first need to modify the home page to add the corresponding
new algorithm. Second, we need to add a graphic multimedia
element page to give the user a visual explanation about
the new algorithm. For animation, we just need to add the
corresponding algorithm to the existing animation code.

B. A study for observing the efficiency of the tool
Our tool consists of the most popular algorithms: Bubble
sort, Selection sort, Merge sort, Radix sort, Quick sort, and
Insertion sort. A study was conducted in the undergraduate
course “Introduction to Algorithms” in the college of Information Technology at the Hashemite University in Jordan on
a sample of 100 students. This sample includes students in
their second, third, and fourth academic year. The students
of our sample also have different high school background,
where two high school sections (1- Science 2- Information
Technology) were considered. This variety in our sample
ensures the correctness and accuracy of our findings. The
main idea of this study was to compare the average grades of
these students with the grades of students from two previous
semesters, in which this tool was not available. We compared
the results with two previous semesters, rather than one, to
increase the accuracy and reliability of our study. The tool
was available to students for self-learning and was also used
during the face to face lectures and office hours. The instructor
demonstrated the simulation with different input data to show
students how to obtain the best case, average case, and worst
case of each algorithm, while explaining the changes of colors
and values of variables.
IV. R ESULTS
Our observations through the conducted study performed in
the “Introduction to Algorithms” course demonstrated promising results. The use of our simulation-based tool as an alternative to the traditional way of explaining algorithms was
really efficient and reliable. First of all, the students were
impressed by the use of the interactive tool. The element
that was the most interesting to them was the ability to
observe the behavior of every algorithm, while changing the
input data. The students had the chance to understand the
impact of input data on the complexity of algorithms. The
students also managed to implement the pseudo-code of these

Figure 3. Quick Sorting multimedia page

Figure 4. Quick Sorting animation page

algorithms more easily using different programming languages
such as java or C++. The simulations of algorithms also helped
the students to understand the different design paradigms
used to implement the covered algorithms and how they can
be adopted to implement other algorithms. The percentage
of students participating in the discussions during lectures
significantly increased compared with the previous semesters,
in which the simulation-based tool was not used.

significantly better than the students who took the course
previously without using the tool. The results demonstrate an
average improvement of 40% in the grades of students in the
exam covering the sorting topic in the course “Introduction
to Algorithms” compared with the students who did not use
this tool in two previous semesters. More students are also
interested in taking this course in the summer semester based
on the observations from the initial registration period.

Furthermore, the grades of the current students were

At the end of next semester, we plan to conduct a survey,

Figure 5. Radix Sorting animation page

directed to students, to have a better idea about using the
simulation-based tool in teaching. This shall be an important
step to get students’ feedback about how to improve the tool
and if it is useful to simulate other algorithms that solve
different problems.

[5]

V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
The application proposed in this paper was designed as a
learning tool that can be used by instructors/students to facilitate the process of teaching sorting algorithms. The tool provides an interactive environment and meets the requirements of
modern learning. The tool has an animated explanation for the
process of sorting via different sorting algorithms that vary in
terms of usage, design technique, best/worst case running time
complexity, and concept. The tool is compatible with different
browsers and can handle different input data types. Last but
not least, the tool demonstrated promising results based on a
conducted study performed on a sufficient sample of students.
Path forward, we plan to simulate the working process of
other algorithms depending on a survey that will be conducted
soon. We also think that making this tool available on mobile
phones will improve learning.

[7]
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